Views of struggling students on instruction incorporating multiple strategies in Algebra I: An exploratory study
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Although policy documents promote teaching students multiple strategies for solving mathematics problems, some practitioners and researchers argue that struggling learners will be confused and overwhelmed by this instructional practice. In the current exploratory study, we explore how six struggling students viewed the practice of learning multiple strategies at the end of a yearlong algebra course that emphasized this practice. Interviews with these students indicated that they preferred instruction with multiple strategies to their regular instruction, often
noting that it reduced their confusion. We discuss directions for future research that emerged from this work.
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Recently, calls for “algebra for all” have pressured school districts to enroll students of all learning backgrounds in Algebra I, often as early as the seventh or eighth grade (Kilpatrick, 2009). However, it is also clear that students with weaker preparation frequently struggle in algebra classrooms (Steele & Steele, 2003). As more students of diverse learning backgrounds enter Algebra I classrooms, the question of how to most effectively teach struggling algebra students has become increasingly important (Stein, Kaufman, Sherman, & Hillen, 2011).

One promising instructional approach that has the potential to improve struggling students’ learning of algebra is the practice of comparing and discussing multiple solution strategies for mathematics problems. There is increasing evidence that this practice benefits students’ learning (e.g., Star & Rittle-Johnson, 2008). It is also recommended in many recent policy reports in the United States (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2006; National Research Council, 2001; Woodward et al., 2012), including the Common Core State Standards (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010).

Despite apparent professional consensus, debate continues about whether instruction with multiple strategies is beneficial to all students or only to high-achieving students. These doubts
come primarily from the practitioner community, but they also have some support from researchers. For example, Silver, Ghouseini, Gosen, Charlambous, and Strawhun (2005) found that many teachers believed exploring multiple strategies would be feasible only with high-ability students. In addition, some researchers in special education advocate the presentation of a limited range of solution strategies (Montague, 1992; Scheuermann, Deshler, & Schumaker, 2009), perhaps due to a perception that the cognitive load of a multiple-strategies approach may overwhelm struggling students (e.g., Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001; Baxter, Woodward, Voorhies, & Wong, 2002). Baxter, Woodward, and Olson (2001) noted that some researchers in special education view the discussion of alternative strategies and invented algorithms, a common approach in reform-based mathematics instruction, as problematic for low achievers because they believe multiple approaches to solving problems or even computing can only lead to confusion. These researchers see one simple set of rules as the best approach to teaching these students. (p. 530)

In this exploratory study, we consider the potential impact of instruction emphasizing multiple strategies. The current findings emerged from a pilot study in which a small group of Algebra I teachers implemented new, researcher-developed Algebra I curriculum materials that emphasized the comparison of multiple strategies. In this brief report, we describe our approach and highlight one element from our pilot work, the reactions of struggling students,¹ that

¹ Note that we do not consider the label “struggling” (as in struggling students) to be merely another way to refer to students with learning disabilities. Both the mathematics education and special education literatures point out that some (but not all) students with learning disabilities struggle in mathematics, and some (but not all) students who struggle in mathematics have learning disabilities. However, there is a great deal of research within the field of special education on how to improve learning disabled students’ performance in mathematics, and this
suggests to us the need for a closer look at struggling algebra learners’ experiences with multiple strategies in future research.

There is not unanimity in the field about what it means to teach mathematics with multiple strategies (Lynch & Star, in press). In particular, instruction incorporating multiple strategies may include the following four implementation features. First, the problems used are often non-routine (i.e., problems where an algorithm may not exist). Second, students generate or invent their own solutions to the non-routine problems. Third, students have an opportunity to compare and contrast the multiple strategies, which may often involve the use of multiple representations such as symbols, tables, and graphs. And fourth, students and the teacher engage in a whole class synthesis discussion around the multiple strategies. Similarly, the incorporation of multiple strategies can have at least two instructional goals. First, through discussion of multiple strategies, students will develop understanding of underlying and important mathematical concepts, the ability to connect between and among different representations, and the rationale behind common algorithms. And second, students will know, are held accountable for, and are expected to subsequently use the discussed multiple strategies in future problem solving. These four features of multiple-strategy instruction, along with the two types of instructional goals, emerged from research around the learning and teaching of mathematics in elementary school, particularly the work of the Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) project (e.g. Carpenter, Franke, Jacobs, Fennema, & Empson, 1998) combined with an emphasis on the use of multiple representations in algebra (e.g., Brenner et al., 1997; Star & Rittle-Johnson, 2009b).

literature is very informative in our desire to learn more about how to assist struggling students in mathematics.
Although we adopt the label *multiple-strategy instruction* in the present work, it is important to note that our approach does *not* incorporate all four implementation features describe above. In particular, instead of having students present and discuss their own invented solutions to non-routine problems, the focus of our curriculum materials was to allow students to present and discuss already-worked pairs of routine problems, which were presented side-by-side to facilitate comparison and discussion of multiple contrasting cases. This approach has been used successfully in several prior studies (e.g., Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2007; Star & Rittle-Johnson, 2009a). Despite the fact that we do not incorporate two implementation features that some may consider typical or even central to multiple-strategies instruction (student generation of strategies and use of non-routine problems), we feel justified in using the phrase to describe our approach for three reasons. First, it is not unusual for teachers to introduce strategies that were *not* generated by students into a multiple-strategies discussion, such as when a teacher illustrates an alternative strategy with the introduction, “A student from another class solved the problem this way—what do you think of this approach?” Second, despite our use of routine problems, the goals of our curriculum materials are well-aligned with both of the instructional goals noted above. And finally, those concerned with the appropriateness of multiple-strategy instruction indicate that it is the comparison of, discussion of, and expectation of subsequent use of multiple strategies that may overwhelm low achieving students (e.g., Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001)—rather than the invention of alternative strategies or the specific use of non-routine problems.

**Method**
The curricular context for the present study is a set of researcher-designed instructional materials that infuse multiple strategies into a yearlong Algebra I course. The materials feature the characters Alex and Morgan, who solve problems using multiple strategies. The curriculum materials utilized in the current intervention focused on the specific practice of comparing multiple strategies via students’ discussion of worked examples. More information about the curriculum materials can be found at http://gseacademic.harvard.edu/contrastingcases (see also Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2011).

Figures 1–3 show sample pages from our curriculum. In some example pairs (Figures 1 and 2), Alex and Morgan are solving the same problem but in two different ways. In some instances, the instructional goal of this type of comparison is for students to see and understand alternative ways of solving routine problems, as in Figure 1, where Alex and Morgan use two mathematically equivalent but (to students) very different strategies. In other instances, the goal is for students to understand conceptually why a common strategy works or why a typical error occurs. For example, in the pair of worked examples shown in Figure 2, where Alex and Morgan have different approaches for simplifying \((6^3)(5^2)\), the comparison of Alex’s and Morgan’s ways is intended to support a discussion that conceptually unpacks what Morgan did and why it works. In other example pairs, Alex and Morgan solve two different problems but in similar ways. For example, in Figure 3, Alex graphed the equation \(y = 3x\) and Morgan graphed the equation \(y = 3^x\), with the goal of understanding how and why these functions, whose symbolic representation looks quite similar, result in tables and graphs that have very important differences. The 141 example pairs that were included in the complete curriculum covered the entire range of typical Algebra I content.
Which is better?

Alex and Morgan were asked to solve $\frac{t}{3} - 1 = 12$

**Alex's "add first" way**

1. First I added 1 on both sides of the equation.
   - $\frac{t}{3} - 1 = 12$
   - Add 1 to both sides:
     $\frac{t}{3} = 13$
   - Then I multiplied by 3 on both sides:
     $t = 39$
   - Here is my answer.

**Morgan's "find a common denominator first" way**

1. First I rewrote the terms on the left side of the equation so they had a common denominator.
   - $\frac{t}{3} - \frac{3}{3} = 12$
   - Then I combined the terms on the left into one fraction with a common denominator:
     $\frac{t-3}{3} = 12$
   - Then I multiplied by 3 on both sides of the equation:
     $t-3 = 36$
   - Then I added 3 on both sides of the equation.
     $t = 39$
   - Here is my answer.

* How did Alex solve the equation?
* How did Morgan solve the equation?
* What are some similarities and differences between Alex's and Morgan's ways?
* What are some advantages of Alex's way? Of Morgan's way?

Figure 1. Example of a Which-is-better? worked example pair.
Why does it work?

Alex and Morgan were asked to simplify $6^2 \cdot 5^2$

**Alex’s “order of operations” way**

1. $6^2 \cdot 5^2$
2. I expanded each power. 6 squared is 36, and 5 squared is 25.
3. $36 \cdot 25$

**Morgan’s “power of a product” way**

1. $6^2 \cdot 5^2$
2. I used the power of a product property.
3. $(6 \cdot 5)^2$
4. I raised 30 to the second power by multiplying 30 times 30.
5. $(30)^2$

* How did Alex simplify the expression?
* How did Morgan simplify the expression?
* What are some similarities and differences between Alex’s and Morgan’s ways?
* Does Morgan’s way always work? Why or why not?

Figure 2. Example of a Why-does-it-work? worked example pair.
How do they differ?

Alex was asked to graph the equation $y = 3x$, and Morgan was asked to graph the equation $y = 3^x$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alex's way</th>
<th>Morgan's way</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$y = 3x$</td>
<td>$y = 3^x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I created a table of values.</td>
<td>I created a table of values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Table for Alex's way]</td>
<td>![Table for Morgan's way]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I graphed the points and connected them to draw my graph.</td>
<td>I graphed the points and connected them to draw my graph.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* How did Alex graph his equation? How did Morgan graph her equation?
* What are some similarities and differences between Alex's and Morgan's problems?
* What are some similarities and differences between Alex's and Morgan's graphs?
* Which expression's outputs increase more quickly as $x$ increases?
* How does $3x$ change as $x$ increases? How does $3^x$ change as $x$ increases?
* What is the difference between a linear function and an exponential function?

**Figure 3.** Example of a *How-do-they-differ?* worked example pair.
We developed a structured implementation model to accompany the written curriculum materials that consisted of three class discussion phases—Understand, Compare, and Make Connections. For each pair of worked examples, we provided reflection prompts for each phase. In the Understand phase, prompts such as, “How did Morgan solve the equation?” were intended to establish student comprehension of each individual strategy. In the Compare phase, prompts such as, “What are some similarities and differences between Alex’s and Morgan’s ways?” were intended to guide students to compare the two strategies. The Understand and Compare phases were intended to prepare students for the final phase, Make Connections, in which prompts varied by the pair of worked examples and were intended to focus students’ discussion on the instructional goal of the comparison. Although the worked examples that students compared were routine and frequently involved symbolic solution methods, the Make Connections phase was centrally concerned with understanding key algebraic principles. For example, in Figure 1, the discussion is launched through the questions that appear at the bottom of the page, with the expectation that the teacher will use students’ answers to these questions to encourage consideration of why Alex’s and Morgan’s strategies work and what mathematical principles are brought to bear in each method. Similarly, in Figure 2, the Make Connections phase is focused on conceptually unpacking Morgan’s familiar strategy. Finally, in Figure 3, teachers were encouraged to push students toward understanding (via graphs, tables, and symbols) how and why linear and exponential functions differ. In this exploratory study, teachers were given flexibility in determining implementation details such as which examples to utilize in a class
period and how much time to dedicate to each phase. For a more detailed discussion of the implementation model, see Rittle-Johnson and Star (2011).

The study was conducted in a large city in New England and its environs. Twelve middle and high school Algebra I teachers volunteered to participate in a weeklong institute on algebra teaching methods, where they were introduced to the curriculum materials as well as the structured implementation model described above. Teachers subsequently piloted the instructional materials during a year-long Algebra I course.

At the end of the Algebra I course (late May), teachers were instructed to select interviewees who had a wide range of attitudes and experiences with respect to the researcher-designed intervention materials—some positive and some negative. The 30-minute interviews were semi-structured, exploring students’ experiences in the Algebra I course, particularly with multiple strategies. See http://gseacademic.harvard.edu/contrastingcases/ for the interview protocol.

In total, we interviewed 23 students from ten schools. Of these 23 students, six scored in the “low” band of a standardized algebra readiness test administered at the beginning of the year, indicating that the students were unprepared for Algebra I and at an increased risk of subsequent low performance in the course. We targeted these six students’ interviews for analysis because of our interest in the experiences of struggling students. Keisha (9th percentile on the pre-test) was in the eighth grade, while Mark (25th percentile), Gina (22nd percentile), Jordan (15th percentile), Isabel (1st percentile), and Nicole (1st percentile) were in the ninth grade.

Analysis of the interviews was conducted collaboratively, with multiple researchers engaging in coding and discussions (e.g., Lincoln & Guba, 1985). While interviews touched on a range of topics, in this brief report we focus on students’ perceptions of the advantages and
disadvantages of learning with multiple strategies. We examined each student’s complete interview for any references to advantages or disadvantages of learning with multiple strategies, both in questions that specifically asked for perceptions of advantages and disadvantages as well as in all other sections of the interview. The unit of analysis was the conversational turn, or statement bounded by a shift in speakers (also referred to by some researchers as a move or utterance), which could be a statement, a question, or an answer (Johnstone, 2002). After developing initial categories relating to advantages and disadvantages, we re-examined the interviews for evidence that might challenge our categories, constantly comparing identified codes with the original data. We resolved all disagreements through discussion until we reached consensus.

**Results**

**General Reactions to Instruction Using Multiple Strategies**

Students generally appeared to find the emphasis on more than one way to solve an algebraic problem relatively novel; five of the six noted that their previous teachers had infrequently or never emphasized this practice. To assess students’ general reactions, interviewers asked students what they thought about the focus on learning more than one way to solve problems. All of the students described multiple strategies as an improvement over “business as usual.” Several students stated that they enjoyed the multiple-strategy focus ($N = 5$) and that learning multiple strategies had improved their understanding and alleviated their past difficulties ($N = 4$), improved their problem solving success rate ($N = 2$), improved their attitudes toward mathematics ($N = 1$), and was thought-provoking ($N = 1$).
Perceived Advantages

The most commonly cited advantage for multiple strategies, cited by all six of the students, was an increased awareness of different methods. Mark, for example, commented,

I thought it was better because it could like, open different ways of how to do the problems. So like one way could be the way that everybody else was doing, and it could be hard, but then with Alex and Morgan, you see a different way to do it, that could be easier.

A second advantage, described by four students, was helping students find a method that “worked for them.” Gina, for example, stated,

I liked the multiple different ways, because the way some teachers have showed me in the past … they might’ve not worked for me as well. But then now because I’ve seen, like, a different way, I like, may possibly like another way better. And I’m a lot better at it.

Three students described multiple strategies as “easier” than learning one way; in a typical comment, Jordan stated,

Learning different ways of how to solve a problem was the best part. Because, there are some times where, there was only one way, I would have only learned one way, but then when you find a different way to do it, it’s so much easier to you.

While many students spoke of affective advantages, two students more explicitly noted reduced anxiety about mathematics. For example, Keisha noted,

I think it’s great, because sometimes, people, they’re doing these kinds of problems, and they don’t understand how to do them, but then if you’re shown another way, and you’re shown to do it better, and it’s just, it can take relief off of some people. And I know it did for me.
In addition, students noted that multiple strategies could improve accuracy \((N = 2)\), provide a “back-up” method \((N = 1)\), facilitate checking answers \((N = 1)\), and help differentiate correct approaches \((N = 1)\). Isabel, who had also stated that the materials helped her to understand the steps to solve different equations, additionally alluded to the relative efficiency of the strategies of Alex and Morgan:

Yeah, it helps, because instead of just using one strategy that’s like, the longest, sometimes you would see that Alex was using a shorter way, or Morgan did. So I sometimes would use both ways, to like, solving an equation. It was cool, because I got to use the shorter way, which was much faster.

**Perceived Disadvantages**

Compared with the advantages, students cited disadvantages less frequently. Four students stated that for them, there were no disadvantages to this approach. In a typical comment, Mark stated, “Nothing, really. I thought it was, like, I thought it was helpful.” Three students made some reference to the possibility of confusion at any point in the interviews. One student, Nicole, who stated that she had not experienced any disadvantages from learning with multiple strategies, mentioned that her teacher had employed specific techniques when introducing multiple strategies “so we’re not confused,” including instructing the class to first look over Alex and Morgan’s solutions and then to read Alex and Morgan’s narrations of their steps. Two students, Jordan and Keisha, referenced confusion as a possibility for them more directly. For example, Keisha noted that “The disadvantages would be the other problems confusing you, and you not knowing which one to use and if that one’s correct or not.” However, Keisha then
commented that this had never happened to her, because she was able to identify methods she was successful with and discard others.

Overall, what stands out about these comments is that although the risk of confusion appears real, students described their worries about confusion more sporadically and less forcefully than they described their appreciation for multiple strategies. Indeed, all of the students in the current sample reported that there were more advantages than disadvantages to learning more than one way to solve a problem.

**Discussion**

Mathematics instruction using multiple strategies appeared to be a novel experience for the six struggling students in the current sample. Despite its novelty, these six struggling students had quite positive perceptions of learning with multiple strategies, a view that runs counter to the perceptions of teachers in prior studies (e.g., Silver, Ghousseini, Gosen, Charalmbous, & Strawhun, 2005) and those of some researchers (e.g., Baxter et al., 2002). Concerns about overwhelming struggling students were largely not substantiated among the students we interviewed. In fact, these six students cited the advantage of improved understanding and reduced anxiety repeatedly throughout the interviews. Also contrary to what might have been expected, these six struggling students cited relatively few disadvantages to learning multiple strategies and felt that the risk of confusion was relatively minor.

How can we explain this disconnect between some teachers’ concerns about multiple strategies for struggling students generally and these six struggling students’ own expressed enthusiasm for this practice after a year of engaging with it? While our current data do not address this question specifically, we speculate that perhaps some teachers’ hesitation may be
rooted in their own real prior experiences with attempting to present multiple strategies to struggling learners with unsuccessful results. In this context, we speculate that perhaps the specific structural components of the current intervention and its implementation may have contributed to its greater success in reaching these six struggling students—in other words, that the how of implementing multiple-strategies instruction mattered a great deal.

In particular, the current intervention was carefully designed to maximize the likelihood that students would reap the benefits of multiple strategies, while reducing the likelihood of overload. In particular, our approach incorporated the following components: (a) already worked examples, rather than student invention of multiple strategies; (b) carefully selected routine examples to be compared (such that the compared examples did not vary across too many dimensions, but rather were mostly similar, so that elements of differences could be easily identified); (c) engaging cartoon characters; (d) explicit, step-by-step presentation of worked examples in both words (via dialogue bubbles) and mathematics syntax; and (e) a structured implementation model that gave guidance to teachers on ways to compare, contrast, and discuss multiple strategies conceptually and procedurally without overloading students. Certainly teachers’ concerns about overloading students are important and valid. Without careful consideration of how to teach with multiple strategies, including keen attention to both selection of examples to be compared and to presentation structure, students may indeed become confused. Our results suggest, however, that with these elements, even struggling students may benefit from this instructional approach.

The current study is exploratory in nature and has multiple limitations. First, we used a small convenience sample of volunteer teachers and as such their adherence to the curriculum developers’ intended implementation model may have been unusually strong. Second, teachers
selected students to be interviewed. Although teachers were instructed to select interviewees with a wide range of attitudes about the materials, we have no way to know whether this was indeed the case. Third, the students were aware that the interviewers were members of the research group that created the materials. As a result, one might speculate that the students might have wished to please the researchers and say only positive things about the curriculum. However, we suspect that such an effect was relatively minor; students appeared relatively uninhibited in their critiques of some elements of the intervention. Finally, our small sample clearly limits our ability to generalize the present findings.

Conclusions and Future Research Directions

Contrary to what might have been expected from the existing literature, the six struggling students in the current study described quite positive experiences from learning algebra with a multiple-strategies approach. We suggest that the current findings may present a form of existence proof of the conception that under ideal circumstances, and with carefully designed curriculum materials, struggling students can emerge from a yearlong algebra course infused with multiple strategies with quite positive views of this approach, preferring it to their regular instruction. Although the current findings are exploratory in nature and not argued to be representative of struggling algebra learners broadly, our results suggest it may be productive to revisit the question of whether and how struggling students should be exposed to multiple strategies. In particular, future studies could examine classrooms where teachers use a multiple-strategies approach to parse which elements of instruction and curriculum may best support struggling learners. In addition, future, larger studies should include student assessments of both procedural and conceptual algebra knowledge in order to evaluate the effectiveness of instruction
with multiple strategies at a larger scale. In addition, future research should systematically measure teachers’ fidelity of implementation in order to explore the critical consideration of whether the curriculum was taught consistently or modified across classrooms. An additional promising direction for future research is an extension of the current curriculum materials to include a broader array of problem types, including non-routine problems for which there is no defined or specific solution algorithm or pathway. Our efforts to explore these avenues for future research are currently underway.

Given the critical need to improve algebra instruction for this growing population, we hope that the current exploratory findings might prompt future research to explore struggling algebra students’ engagement with multiple strategies in greater depth.
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